
First-year Phlash Helps Students Uncover the Secrets to College Success 

April 26, 2021, Green Bay, Wis – Many students struggle with the transition to college because 

they don’t know about the resources that are available to help them. To address this, a group of 

students in the Gateways to Phoenix Success program have created First-year Phlash, a student 

success website made by and for the students of UWGB.  

Created during the midst of the Coronavirus pandemic, and without having met many of their 

collaborators in person, First-year Phlash officially launched on April 26, 2021. Advisor Paul 

Belanger (Dr. B) observes, “We found strength in our shared struggle, and I couldn’t be prouder 

of how the students of First-year Phlash came together to launch something that will become 

part of the university’s culture for years to come.” To this end, Abby Kruchten, the project’s 

marketing director states, “This will impact the school as a whole because it will give people a 

place to go for help. It will also help people who want to get involved as we offer different areas 

where people can interact on the website.”  

Though aiming to help students transition from high school to college, First-year Phlash benefits 

all students looking to improve their mindset, sense of belonging, and overall academic 

achievement. In fact, Jessica Milligan, a leader on the site’s Central Committee, states, “This 

website has articles of real experiences from freshmen as well as resources everyone needs. 

Even upperclassmen can benefit because it has something for everyone.” To support this 

mission, the website offers advice from current students, advisors, and professors, as well as 

links to on and off-campus resources.  

At present, First-year Phlash emphasizes three main pillars of student success: Identity and 

Community; Academic Skills and Tools; and Mindset, Health, and Wellbeing. The articles within 

these sections range from advice on managing roommate relationships to locating campus 

resources. The website also includes a calendar of all the events that are happening on campus 

and links to prerecorded lectures, panel discussions, and mentor presentations.  

Whether struggling with the transition from living at home to being more on their own, finding 

which major is the best fit for them, or learning to handle the coursework of the more 

https://firstyearphlash.wixsite.com/phoenixsuccess


advanced classes, students won’t want to miss out on all that First-year Phlash has to offer. 

“Such a wealth of perspectives, advice, and resources will be useful to all incoming freshman, 

but also any student looking for guidance when the going gets tough,” said Morgan 

Christensen, the project’s peer mentor. 

Born of the efforts of more than twenty people, with six 

students leading the project, First-year Phlash is continuing 

to develop resources to help college students with the 

transition from high school to college. They are interested in 

hearing from students from across the university who want 

to share their advice or the resources that have helped them 

succeed. To get involved as a copyeditor, designer, or marketer, or to submit story ideas, please 

email them at firstyearphlash@gmail.com today!  

Contact Information 

Visit the site at https://firstyearphlash.wixsite.com/phoenixsuccess  

To submit story ideas or to get involved writing, editing, designing, and promoting First-year 

Phlash, email firstyearphlash@gmail.com. 
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